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The Step by Step series is a collection of exercise books/CDs for violin based on the

Mother-Tongue approach. From the very beginning, it will provide a solid foundation in instrumental

technique for Suzuki and traditional approaches in private lessons or group settings. The focus is on

teaching correct, child-appropriate practice habits that range from listening, singing, and dancing to

playing music. The ideas presented, including information for parent and practice tips should

stimulate daily practice and also make it more effective. Includes new piano arrangements by David

Andruss. This volume is the Complete Version based on Suzuki Violin School, Volume 1,and

includes the Violin Exercise Book in English with the CD. Pages: 68
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This fascinating series of tutor books is closely based on the Suzuki Violin Method. The teaching

material in volumes 1 a and 1 b roughly mirrors the content of the first Suzuki book, with preparatory

exercises for learning the tunes.I liked the useful advice for teachers and parents, such as the ten

most important steps when learning a new piece, the tips on practising with a sample practice plan

and the descriptions of some effective technical exercises, which all looked great fun. Parents are

involved right from the start, with clear instructions on how they should take part in the learning

process.The quality of the CD performances is good, with some interesting sound effects and drum

rhythms that are sure to engage younger players.Children aged five and upwards will enjoy playing

this material and many teachers will be interested in this exposition of the Suzuki principles.JAN



DOBBINS

My 3-year old daughter is a beginning violin student. Her teacher recommended this book since it

has lots of skills that come before Suzuki twinkle. This book also comes with a great CD so that my

daughter can play along even though she is limited to the open E and A strings. I highly recommend

this, especially for young kids who just want to have fun. The book has a wealth of information for

parents that are consistent with Suzuki book 1. Well worth the money.

My son's Suzuki teacher advised us to get this book. It has made learning violin very easy so far. I

personally read music but I love how it presents everything for parents that do not. (They stop doing

that mid book 1b)The cd has also been invaluable. It adds an extra something to practice. Since

learning to play by ear is very important I love how they present the song played in full. For Twinkle

they give plenty of practice tracks for each rhythm.I also have learned violin with this book. It

presented in a way that is very easy to understand. The accompaniment CD is fun to play along with

and the tracks help to learn some of the trickier parts of the songs.

This is my Go-To book for teaching violin, and specifically, Suzuki violin. Clearly laid out, and

includes many helpful previews for each piece, IN ADDITION to cd tracks to practice EACH piece at

SLOW, Medium, and performance tempo! I find this absolutely invaluable for my students! They get

to practice, with accompaniment (and playing it properly from the start!). Kudos to Kerstin for her

work with Dr. Suzuki in providing this gift to the world!

My eight year old daughter started learning violin this year and this is the book series that her

teacher wanted her to have. These books follow the Suzuki style of learning and are very nicely laid

out and easy to understand. I would highly recommend for any child who has aspirations of learning

the violin.

This is a great series for starting violin. The CD is helpful so the student can hear how the song

should sound.
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